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2
Abstract
We study overconvergent modular forms on certain unitary Shimura curves,
deﬁned for integral weights by Kassaei and general weights by Brasca. There
are Hecke operators acting on these spaces of overconvergent modular forms, and
there is a distinguished UP-operator which is a compact operator on these spaces.
We construct a deformationtheoretic eigencurve in this setting, which comes
with a projection to the weight space. Then we prove that its nilreduction is
isomorphic to the Hecke eigencurve. In particular, for each weight in the weight
space, the ﬁbre above it is identﬁed with systems of Hecke eigenvalues arising
from overconvergent eigenforms of that weight, whose UPeigenvalu e is not 0.
Lastly, we prove that this eigencurve is proper (that is, the map to the weight
space satisﬁes the valuative criterion of properness). This is done using padic
Hodge theory, via interpreting the UPeigenvalues on the automorphic side as the
eigenvalues of Frobenius on the padic Hodge theory side, for families of Galois
representations attached to ﬁnite slope, overconvergent eigenforms.
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Let p be a prime and N P N be prime to p. In their paper [CM98], Coleman
and Mazur deﬁned a rigid analytic curve Cp,N called the p-adic eigencurve of
tame level N . There is a rigid analytic group WN deﬁned over Qp, such that if
K{Qp is a ﬁnite extension, then WNpKq is the group of continuous characters
χ : Zp  pZ{NZq Ñ K under the usual multiplication.
There is a canonical map pi : Cp,N ÑWN , which is such that if χ PWNpCpq,
then there is a bijection between pi1pχq  Cp,NpCpq and all ﬁnite-slope normalised
overconvergent eigenforms of weight χ and tame level N .
One question that Coleman and Mazur posed in their original paper was:
Do there exist p-adic analytic families of ﬁnite-slope overconvergent eigen-
forms, parameterised by a punctured disc, and converging at the puncture to an
eigenform of inﬁnite slope?
This can be reformulated as asking, does pi satisfy the valuative criterion
of properness (or, is the eigencurve Cp,N proper over the weight space)? The
requirement that the family be parameterised by a disc is important, since it was
shown in [CS04] that a pointwise sequence of ﬁnite slope eigenforms can actually
converge to an inﬁnite slope newform.
In [BC06] it was proven that when p  2 and N  1, Cp,N is proper, while
in [Cal08] Calegari reﬁned the ideas to prove that for general p and N ¥ 5,
Cp,N is proper at the integral weights. It seemes as though it is diﬃcult to
generalise Buzzard and Calegari's method to other modular forms, as they use
the qexpansions attached to elliptic modular forms.
In more recent work, Diao and Liu in [DL14] proved that for all p and N , Cp,N
is proper. Their technique involves using the deformationtheoretic construction
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of the eigencurve, to convert a family of overconvergent eigenforms into a family
of Galois representations (parametrised by a punctured disc). They then show
that this family of Galois representations extends to the puncture.
This thesis proves that the weight map pi : Cp,N Ñ WN from the eigencurve
to the weight space is proper, in the sense that it satisﬁes the valuative criterion
of properness (Theorem 6.1).
1.1. Overview. In chapter 2 we review some unitary Shimura curves and the
modular forms associated to them. We also deﬁne the weight space, the overcon-
vergent modular forms of general weight over these Shimura curves (this is due
to Brasca, who extended Kassaei's work) and give the Hecke operators that act
on these spaces of overconvergent modular forms.
In chapter 3, we brieﬂy review the construction of the Hecke eigencurve via
Buzzard's eigenvariety machine in [Buz07].
In chapter 4, we construct a deformationtheoretic eigencurve over a given
unitary Shimura curve. This is analogous to the work of Coleman and Mazur,
and we prove that the nilreduction of this eigencurve is isomorphic to the Hecke
eigencurve which can be deﬁned using Buzzard's eignevariety machine in this
case.
In chapter 5, we study the padic Hodge theory of our overconvergent mod-
ular forms, using the theory of Kisin, Liu and others. We deﬁne the ﬁnite-slope
subspace (à la Kisin) of our eigencurve using the family of pseudo-representations
deﬁned over it. We then apply Liu's results to show that the ﬁniteslope subspace
of our eigencurve is the whole eigencurve.
Finally, in chapter 6, we draw all the results together and prove that the
eigencurve (associated to our Shimura curve) is proper over the weight space.
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2. Automorphic Forms over unitary Shimura curves
2.1. Shimura curves. In the ﬁrst part of this chapter, we will set up the ﬁeld
of deﬁnition F and the quaternion algebra B used to deﬁne our Shimura curves.
We will follow the work of Carayol in [Car86a] and indicate any diﬀerences when
they arise.
2.1.1. The setup. Fix a prime p  2 and a totally real number ﬁeld F . Let
d  rF : Qs ¡ 1. Write η1, . . . , ηd for the real embeddings of F . Also, ﬁx an
embedding Q Ñ Qp. Write P1, . . . ,Pm for the prime ideals of OF above p, and
deﬁne FPi to be the completion of F at Pi, for any i.
Set P : P1 and η : η1. Also, set OP : OFP and ﬁx $ to be a uniformiser
of OP . Denote the residue ﬁeld OP{$ by κ, and in everything that follows, we
will assume q : |κ| ¡ 3.
There is a valuation vPpq on FP (extending the one on Qp), which we nor-
malise to ensure vPp$q  1. This gives a norm |.| on FP , where |x| : qvP pxq.
Now let B be a quaternion algebra over F which satisﬁes the following prop-
erties:
 B splits at η and is ramiﬁed at η2, . . . , ηd
 B bF FP M2pFPq.
Choose any negative rational λ such that p splits in Qp?λq, and deﬁne E :
F p?λq. We can regard E as a subﬁeld of C using the real embedding η as follows:
x  y
?
λ ÞÝÑ ηpxq   ηpyq
?
λ @x, y P F.
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If we ﬁx µ P Qp to be a squareroot of λ, then (see [Bra12] 1.3.2 equation (1.3.2))
we can view FP as an Ealgebra. This uses the isomorphisms:
E bQ Qp ÝÑ pF bQ Qpq  pF bQ Qpq
and
pF bQ Qpq ÝÑ pFP1 ` . . .` FPmq,
whence the Ealgebra structure is then deﬁned via the composition:





λb 1 ÞÑ pµb 1,µb 1q ÞÑ µb 1 ÞÑ µ ÞÑ µ
We will deﬁne sets SλQ and S
D,λ
E for use later in 2.4. Deﬁne S
λ
Q to be the set of all
rational primes that split in Qp?λq. For each l P SλQ, choose an element µl P Ql
which is a square root of λ, and in particular choose µp to be µ.
Let l P SλQ and l be a prime of OF above l. If L is a prime of OE above l,
then EL  Fl, where EL is the completion of E at L and Fl is the completion of
F at l.
If we have a map E Ñ Fl, then this gives a map OE Ñ OFl , and the pullback
of the maximal ideal of OFl gives a prime of OE lying above l.
Since E is the compositum of F and Qp?λq, and any map E Ñ Fl ﬁxes F ,





λ must be sent to µl or µl).
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For the map E Ñ Fl obtained from sending
?
λ to µl, call the resulting prime
of OE, L. For the map where
?
λ is sent to µl, call the corresponding prime of
OE, L.
Then, we deﬁne the set SD,λE to be the set of all primes Q of OE with the
following properties:
(1) Q lies over the rational prime q, such that q P SλQ
(2) for any prime Q of OE lying above q, we have that
OD bOE OEQ M2pOEQq,
where EQ denotes the completion of E at Q, and OD : OB bOF OE.
LetD : BbFE be a quaternion algebra over E. If t1, i, j, ku is a Quaternion
basis of B (i2, j2 P F, ij  k  ji), then the canonical involution of B is
deﬁned as
x0   x1i  x2j   x3k ÞÑ x0  x1i x2j  x3k
for any x0, x1, x2, x3 P F and is denoted by 1 . If z ÞÑ z is the nontrivial element
of GalpE{F q, then we can deﬁne an involution on D as follows:
l  bbF z ÞÝÑ b1 bF z  l.
Furthermore, by choosing elements α, δ P D such that α  α and δ  δ,
one can deﬁne a second involution  on D by
l : δ1lδ
and a symplectic bilinear form θ on D as:
θpv, wq : TrE{Qpα  TrD{Epvδwqq.
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Choose a maximal orderOB of B and an isomorphismOBbOFOP M2pOPq.
Write OD for the maximal order of D which corresponds to OB (i.e. OD :
OB bOF OE). The earlier isomorphism
E bQ Qp ÝÑ pFP1 ` . . .` FPmq ` pFP1 ` . . .` FPmq
gives rise to a decomposition
OD b Zp ÝÑ OD11 `    ` OD1m ` OD21 `    ` OD2m    
D bQp ÝÑ D11 `    ` D1m ` D21 `    ` D2m
where each Dkj is an FPj -algebra isomorphic to B bF FPj . Additionally, OD can
be chosen in such a way that each ODkj is a maximal order of Dkj , and such that
OD21  D21 M2pFPq is identiﬁed with M2pOPq.
Therefore, any OD b Zp-module M possesses an analagous decomposition:
M
ÝÑ M11 `    ` M1m ` M21 `    ` M2m
where each Mkj is an ODkj -module, and OD acts through its image in ODkj . Note
that M21 , which is an M2pOPq-module, breaks up even further into M2,11 `M2,21
upon choosing orthogonal idempotents e, f in M2pOPq.
2.1.2. The Shimura curves over C. Deﬁne G to be the algebraic group over Q
such that, for any Qalgebra R,
GpRq  tD  linear symplectic similitudes of pD bQ R, θ bQ Rqu .
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Here, a symplectic similitude is any bilinear map ψ : pD bQ Rq  pD bQ Rq Ñ
D bQ R such that for any σ P GLpDq (D considered as a Q-vector space) there
exists a constant mσ P Q satisfying ψpσpxq, σpyqq  mσψpx, yq.
Let Af denote the ring of ﬁnite adèles over Q, and let Af,p denote the ﬁnite
adèles over Q away from p. By Exemple 2.6.3 of [Car86a] there is a decomposition
GpAf q  Qp GL2pFPq  pB bF FP2q     pB bF FPmq GpAf,pq.
Denote by Γ the product pB bF FP2q     pB bF FPmq GpAf,pq.
The subgroups of G that we will be working with will have the assumed form
K  Zp  KP  H, where H is a compact open subgroup of Γ, and KP is a
compact open subgroup of GL2pFPq. We will later restrict to certain cases of KP
and H.
Let S  ResC{RpGm,Cq. The R-points of ResF {QpBq form a group isomorphic
to GL2pRq  pHqd1 (H denoting the real quaternions), and there is a map




, 1, . . . , 1
ﬁﬂ .
Similarly, the R-points of pResE{QpGmqqR are isomorphic to pCqd, and there is a
map h2 : SÑ pResE{QpGmqqR which on R-points sends
z ÞÑ  1, z1, . . . , z1 .
Combining these, we have a projection
h1  h2 : S ÝÑ pResF {QpBq  ResE{QpGmqqR
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which factors through a morphism h1 : S ÞÑ GR.
If we deﬁne
X : the GpRq  conjugacy class of h1
then X can be identiﬁed with the usual Poincaré upperhalf plane, and we can
form the double quotient
MKpCq : GpQqzpGpAf q Xq{K.
Here, K acts on GpAf q by right multiplication, and GpQq acts on X by conjuga-
tion. This double quotient is actually a compact Riemann surface, and the next
step is to give it the structure of an algebraic variety over E.
In [Shi70] it is shown how to deﬁne a canonical model of this Riemann surface
over E which is smooth and proper. By base changing to FP (viewing FP as an
Ealgebra as mentioned earlier), one can show that the resulting scheme over FP
also represents the moduli problem given in deﬁnition 2.1.
2.1.3. The moduli problem over FP .
Deﬁnition 2.1. Deﬁne a functor F from the category of Noetherian FPschemes
to the category of sets as follows: for an FPscheme S, deﬁne F pSq to be the set
of isomorphism classes of 4tuples pA, i, θ, αq, where
(1) A is an abelian scheme of relative dimension 4d over S, with i : OD Ñ
EndSpAq satisyﬁng
 the projective OSmodule LiepAq2,11 has rank 1, and OP acts on it
via the inclusion of OP in OS
 for j ¥ 2, we have LiepAq2j  0.
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(2) θ is a polarisation, whose degree is prime to p, and such that the corre-
sponding Rosati involution sends iplq to iplq
(3) α is the Klevel structure, i.e. a class mod K of a symplectic ODlinear
isomorphism pT pAq ÝÑ OD bZ pZ
From 2.6 of [Car86a], the functor F is representable by an FPscheme which
is denoted MpKq, and is referred to as the Shimura curve of level K.
For the level structure in part (3), pT pAq means the product (over all primes
l) of the Tate modules TlpAq, considered as an étale sheaf. The symplectic form
comes from the Weil pairing composed with θ.
The level structure α can be made more explicit by choosing KP speciﬁcally.
Let K  Zp  KP  H as before, and let n ¥ 0 be an integer. Consider the











P GL2pOPq : a  1 mod $n, c  0 mod $n
,.-
Deﬁne pT ppAq :±lp TlpAq and pZp :±lp Zl. Also, write
TPp pAq : TppAq22 `    ` TppAq2m
WPp : OD22 `    ` OD2m
xW p : OD bZ pZp
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Here are some explicit descriptions for the level structures. Deﬁne Ar$ns2,11
to be the $ntorsion in Arpns2,11
(1) Let KP  K0p$nq. A level structure α for K  Zp KPH is equivalent
to giving a pair pαP , Cq where:
 C is a ﬁniteﬂat subgroup of rank qn of Ar$ns2,11 , which is invariant
under the action of OP
 αP is a class of isomorphisms αPp `αp : TPp pAq` pT ppAq ÝÑ WPp `xW p
modulo H, where αP is linear and αp is symplectic.
(2) Let KP  K1p$nq. A level structure for K  Zp KP H is equivalent
to giving a pair pαP , Qq, where αP is as in (1) and Q is a point of exact
order $n in Ar$ns2,11 .
When KP  K0p$nq and KP  K1p$nq, we denote the corresponding
Shimura curves byMpH,$nq andMpH$nq respectively. When n  0, K0p$nq 
K1p$nq and the level structure α depends only on αPp and αp. We then have that
K  Zp GL2pOPq H, and the corresponding Shimura curve will be denoted
MpHq.
We shall say that MpHq is the Shimura curve of level H, MpH,$nq is the
Shimura curve of level H K0p$nq and MpH$nq is the Shimura curve of level
H  K1p$nq. Each of these is an FPscheme. Since each of these schemes is
a representing object of the moduli problem 2.1, they all come with a universal
abelian scheme, denoted A, and a map  to the corresponding Shimura curve.
There are also forgetful maps between Shimura curves of diﬀerent levels,
deﬁned via transformations of functors. If m ¥ n are natural numbers, then







The last two in particular will be used later in deﬁning overconvergent modular
forms.
2.1.4. The moduli problem over OP .
Deﬁnition 2.2. For H as above which is `small enough', the Shimura curve of
level H has a smooth, proper integral model over OP , denotedMpHq. By 5.1 of
[Car86a], MpHq represents the following moduli problem. (See loc. cit. for the
deﬁnition of small enough).
Deﬁne a functor F from the category of Noetherian OPschemes to the cat-
egory of sets as follows: for an OPscheme S, deﬁne F pSq to be the set of
isomorphism classes of 4tuples pA, i, θ, αq, where
(1) A is an abelian scheme of relative dimension 4d over S, with i : OD Ñ
EndSpAq satisyﬁng
 the projective OSmodule LiepAq2,11 has rank 1, and OP acts on it
via the inclusion of OP in OS
 for j ¥ 2, we have LiepAq2j  0.
(2) θ is a polarisation, whose degree is prime to p, and such that the corre-
sponding Rosati involution sends iplq to iplq
(3) α is the Klevel structure, i.e. a pair pαPp , αpq modulo H, where:
 αPp : TPp pAq ÝÑ WPp is a linear isomorphism
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 αp : pT ppAq ÝÑ xW p is a symplectic isomorphism.
2.1.5. The sheaf ω. Let  : A Ñ MpHq be the natural map from the universal
abelian variety to the Shimura curve of level H. Consider Ω1A{MpHq, the sheaf of
relative diﬀerentials on A. The pushforward
p:q Ω1A{MpHq
is an OD bZ Zpmodule. Thus, we can decompose p:q as an OD b Zpmodule,
and take its 2,11 part.
Deﬁnition 2.3. (1) Deﬁne the sheaf
ωH,OP : pΩ1A{MpHqq2,11 .
Let ωH be the base change of this sheaf via OP Ñ FP deﬁned on MpHq.
(2) Let pi : MpH,$nq ÝÑMpHq be the forgetful map. Deﬁne
ωHK0p$nq : piωH .
(3) Let pi : MpH$nq ÝÑMpHq be the forgetful map. Deﬁne
ωHK1p$nq : piωH .
Often we will just write ω for the sheaf, without reference to the groups KP
and H. Note that part (1) of the moduli problems 2.1 and 2.2 ensure that ω is
an invertible sheaf.
2.2. Classical automorphic forms. We are now ready to begin deﬁning the
spaces of modular forms that we will be using. First we will deﬁne those of
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integral weight, which exist as global sections of the sheaves ωbk on our Shimura
curves.
Recall our choice of prime-to-P level structure H from 2.1.2. If R is an
OP-algebra, we let MpHqR denote the base change of the Shimura curve MpHq
from OP to R. If R is an FP-algebra, we use the same convention forMpH,$nqR
and MpH$nqR.
We will denote the corresponding pullbacks of ω by ω again.
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let R be an OPalgebra and k P Z. We deﬁne
SDpR,H, kq : H0pMpHqR, ωbkq
to be the space of modular forms of integral weight k, level H, coeﬃcients in
R and with respect to the quaternion algebra D. Now let R be an FPalgebra.
There are analagous deﬁnitions for weight k modular forms of level H K0p$nq
and H K1p$nq:
SDpR,H K0p$nq, kq : H0pMpH,$nqR, ωbkq
SDpR,H K1p$nq, kq : H0pMpH$nqR, ωbkq.
The goal of the rest of this chapter is to deﬁne overconvergent modular forms
of general (i.e. integral and nonintegral) weight. Before we can do this, we must
deﬁne certain admissible open subspaces of the Shimura curves, and this is done
using a speciﬁc modular form called the Hasse invariant. This will live inside
SDpκ,H, kq, where we recall that κ  OP{$.
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2.2.1. The Hasse invariant. Consider the curveMpHqκ, the Shimura curve basechanged
to κ, and let SpecpRq MpHqκ be an open aﬃne subset. By the moduli prob-
lem 2.2, this gives an abelian variety A which is deﬁned over SpecpRq. Since
R is a κalgebra, the qth power map x ÞÑ xq on R gives us a morphism
σq : SpecpRq Ñ SpecpRq, and we can deﬁne the scheme Apqq as the ﬁbre product
Apqq A
SpecpRq SpecpRqσq
We can also consider the map σA : AÑ A which is the identity map on the
underlying topological space, and the qth power map a ÞÑ aq on OA. Therefore,
there is a natural map FA : AÑ Apqq, the relative Frobenius map.
On the other hand, we can apply the above construction to the dual scheme
A and get a map FA . However, pAqpqq is isomorphic to pApqqq, and hence
there is a map A Ñ pApqqq. The dual of this map is denoted Ver, and is called
the Verschiebung map. Thus Ver : Apqq Ñ A.
Now recall that we have the sheaf ω on MpHq. Let ωA and ωApqq be the
pullbacks of this sheaf to A and Apqq respectively, so that Verschiebung gives us
a morphism
ωA Ñ ωApqq
The righthand side is just ωbqA because κ  Fq, the ﬁnite ﬁeld with q elements,
thus we have a distinguished element f P HompωA, ωbqA q. But ωA is an invertible
sheaf, so by tensoring with its dual, we can also say f P HompOA, ωbpq1qA q.
In particular, f is completely determined by the image of the global section 1,
and we deﬁne H|SpecpRq : fp1q to be that image. As we run through all the
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open aﬃnes SpecpRq ofMpHqκ, we obtain a collection of local sections H|SpecpRq.
These glue together (because Verschiebung is compatible with base change and
ﬁbre products), producing a global section H P H0pMpHqκ, ωbpq1qq.
Deﬁnition 2.5. H is referred to as the Hasse invariant. It is a modular form of
weight q  1 and level H, with coeﬃcients in κ.
By Proposition 6.2 of [Kas04], since q ¡ 3 the Hasse invariant can be lifted
to an element of H0pMpHq, ωbpq1qq, i.e. to characteristic 0. Choose once and
for all a lift of H, and denote it by Eq1.
2.2.2. Rigid analytic constructions. Let MpHq (resp. MpH,$nq,MpH$nq) be
the rigidiﬁcation of the Shimura curve MpHq (resp. MpH,$nq,MpH$nq). We
are going to deﬁne admissible open subspaces of these rigid curves, which will let
us deﬁne overconvergent modular forms.
Consider the Hasse invariant H P SDpκ,H, q  1q. Cover the Shimura curve
MpHq by open aﬃnes Ui such that the sheaf ω becomes trivial on each Ui.
Therefore, MpHqκ is covered by the open aﬃnes Uiκ. For each i, we can write
H|Uiκ  aiωbpq1qi for some element ai P OUiκpUiκq and section ωi of ωpUiq. Lift
each ai to an element a˜i P OUipUiq. A valuation can be deﬁned on the closed
points of MpHq, which does not depend on the choice of Ui, ωi or the lifts a˜i.
Deﬁnition 2.6 (Valuation on MpHq). Let x PMpHq be a point. It is given by
a morphism SpecpLxq Ñ MpHq for some ﬁeld Lx, and since MpHq is proper,
the valuative criterion of properness implies that x arises from a morphism
SpecpOLxq Ñ MpHq. For some i, this morphism factors through Ui. Let a˜ipxq
denote the image of a˜i in OLx , and deﬁne
vpxq : minpvpa˜ipxqq, 1q
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where the valuation on the righthand side is the one on OLx (and extends the
valuation on OP).
Deﬁnition 2.7 (The space MpHqpwq). Let 0 ¤ w   q
q 1
be a rational number.
DeﬁneMpHqpwq to be the admissible open space, whose points are all x PMpHq
satisfying vpxq ¤ w.
Now we will construct the spacesMpH,$nqpwq, for all n P N, where 0 ¤ w  
1
qn2pq 1q
. Recall that there is a forgetful map pi : MpH,$nq ÑMpHq. We don't
want to consider all of pi1pMpHqpwqq though, because it has several connected
components. Instead, we shall only consider the connected component where the
points have level structure involving the nth canonical subgroup.
2.2.3. The canonical subgroup of an abelian variety. Let n P N and w be a rational
number such that 0 ¤ w   1
qn2pq 1q
. Let pA, i, θ, αq be a point of MpHqpwq (as
given in the moduli problem 2.1). Then there is a ﬁnite ﬂat subgroup scheme C
of A possessing the following properties (amongst other things):
(1) C has rank q4d, is stable under the action of OD, and lives in Ar$s
(2) C is of type 1, which is to say that in the OD b Zp decomposition of C,
we have that C22 ` . . .` C2m  0.
This subgroup C is called the ﬁrst canonical subgroup of A. If n ¥ 2, then we
can deﬁne the nth canonical subgroup Cn of A inductively, as the kernel of the
composition
AÑ A{C Ñ pA{Cq{C 1n1
where C
1
n1 is the pn  1qth canonical subgroup of A{C. We have that Cn 
Ar$ns.
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Where there is possible confusion in the subscripts, the outermost subscript
and superscript will refer to the OD b Zp decomposition, so for example pC2q2,11
means the 2,11 part of the second canonical subgroup.
Deﬁnition 2.8. Deﬁne MpH,$nqpwq to be the set of all points pA, i, θ, αq in
pi1pMpHqpwqq, such that the ﬁniteﬂat subgroup (given by α) is the nth canon-
ical subgroup of A. Furthermore, if pi : MpH$nq Ñ MpH,$nq is the forgetful
map, we deﬁne MpH$nqpwq : pi1pMpH,$nqpwqq.
The rigidiﬁcation of MpHq to MpHq also sends the invertible sheaf ω to a
sheaf onMpHq; hence we get an invertible sheaf onMpHq and the corresponding
pullbacks, which will be denoted ω again. We can now deﬁne weight k overcon-
vergent modular forms as the sections of ωbk over these subspaces.
Deﬁnition 2.9. Let L be a complete, nonarchimedean ﬁeld extension of FP and
let 0 ¤ w   q
q 1
be rational. Deﬁne
SDpL,H, k, wq : H0pMpHqpwqpbFPL, ωbkq
to be the space of woverconvergent modular forms of integral weight k, level H,
having coeﬃcients in L and with respect to the quaternion algebra D.
If n P N and 0 ¤ w   1
qn2pq 1q
, then there are analagous deﬁnitions
SDpL,H K0p$nq, k, wq : H0pMpH,$nqpwqpbFPL, ωbkq
SDpL,H K1p$nq, k, wq : H0pMpH$nqpwqpbFPL, ωbkq
for woverconvergent modular forms of weight k, level H K0p$nq
(resp. HK1p$nq), having coeﬃcients in L and w.r.t the quaternion algebra D.
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Deﬁnition 2.10. Deﬁne
S:,DpL,H, kq : limÝÑ
w¡0
SDpL,H, k, wq
S:,DpL,H K0p$nq, kq : limÝÑ
w¡0
SDpL,H K0p$nq, k, wq
S:,DpL,H K1p$nq, kq : limÝÑ
w¡0
SDpL,H K1p$nq, k, wq
as the space of all overconvergent modular forms of weight k and level H (resp.
H K0p$nq and H K1p$nq) with coeﬃcients in L.
2.2.4. The weight space. In order to deﬁne modular forms of general weight, we
have to deﬁne the weights that we are interested in.
Recall that the kernel of the canonical map OP Ñ OP{$ is p1   $OPq. A
section of this map is given by the Teichmuller character, and hence we have an
isomorphism (after taking unit groups)
OP  pOP{$q  p1 $OPq.
Let i P Z{pq  1qZ and s P K. For x P OP , write rxsi for the reduction of x
modulo $ followed by the application of the Teichmuller character, taken to the
ith power. Also, write xxys to mean expps logpx{rxsqq (the padic logarithm).
The isomorphism OP  pOP{$q  p1 $OPq is given explicitly as
x ÞÑ prxs, xxyq
Deﬁnition 2.11 (naccessible characters). LetK be a complete, nonarchimedean
ﬁeld extension of FP . Set e to be the ramiﬁcation degree of the extension
FP  Qp. Call a character χ : OP Ñ K naccessible if there exist three
parameters pn, i, sq, where
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(1) n P N
(2) i P Z{pq  1qZ
(3) s P K satisﬁes vpsq ¡ e
p1
 n
and χ takes the following form: for all x P OP with vPpxxy  1q ¥ n, we have
that
χpxq  rxsixxys.
Note that each k P Z gives rise to a 1accessible character with parameters
i  k mod pq  1q and s  k.
Deﬁnition 2.12 (The weight space W). Let K be a complete, nonarchimedean
ﬁeld extension of FP . The weight space is a FPrigid analytic group whose K
points are deﬁned to be the group of FPlocally analytic characters
WpKq : HompOP , Kq
We see that the decomposition OP  pOP{$q  p1  $OPq means W has
q  1 connected components. If we write B for the connected component of the
identity (the 1accessible character with parameters i  s  0), then this gives
a decomposition W  ²Z{pq1qZ B. In general, B is a closed subvariety of the
ddimensional open polydisk of radius 1 (see Lemma 3.10 of [ST01]), and B is
1-dimensional. In 4.1 of [Bra12] Brasca uses this to deﬁne an admissible cover-
ing tWnun¥1 of W , with the property that each point of Wn is an naccessible
character. In addition to this, each Wn is an aﬃnoid, which means that if X is
any open aﬃnoid of W , we have X Wm for some m P N.
2.3. Overconvergent automorphic forms of general weight. We now con-
struct sheaves whose global sections will give spaces of overconvergent modular
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forms of general weight. In order to do this, we require the use of formal models
of the rigid Shimura curves we deﬁned previously. Let M˜pHq denote the formal
completion of MpHq along its special ﬁbre. By rigid-analytic GAGA, the Ray-
naud rigid analytic generic ﬁbre associated to M˜pHq is MpHq (which we deﬁned
to be the rigidiﬁcation of MpHq in 2.2.2).
Let V be a ﬁnite extension of OP and w a rational number which is the
valuation of an element $w P V . One can deﬁne a formal model M˜pHqpwq for
MpHqpwqV by completing
SpecMpHqV pSympωbpq1qq{pEq1 $wqqq
along its special ﬁbre (where Eq1 was ﬁxed after the deﬁnition of Hasse invari-
ant). If w and V further satisfy
(1) 0 ¤ w   1
qn2pq 1q
(2) V contains a pth root of unity, and
(3) V contains a pq  1qth root of $
we can deﬁne a formal model M˜pH$nqpwq of MpH$nqpwqV as follows. Let
tUi  SpfpA˜iqu be an aﬃne covering of M˜pHqpwq. Since the forgetful morphism
pi : MpH$nq ÑMpHq is ﬁnite-ﬂat, pi1pU rigi q is an aﬃnoid SppBiq in MpH$nq.
We deﬁne B˜i to be the normalisation of A˜i in Bi. The various SpfpB˜iq glue
together to construct M˜pH$nqpwq. The sheaf ω extends to all of these spaces,
and will be denoted by the same notation.
In the following, we prepare for the deﬁnition of the Hodge-Tate sequence.
Choose an open covering tSpfpRiquiPI of M˜pHqpwq, such that the pullback of ω
to each SpfpRiq is trivial. We will work locally from now on, so let U : SpfpRq
denote one of these open aﬃnes and ﬁx a generator ω of (the pullback to SpfpRq
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of) ω. From the original moduli problem for the Shimura curves, the inclusion
SpfpRq ãÑ M˜pHq gives a formal abelian scheme A over R.
Take the inverse image of SpfpRq under the map M˜pH$nqpwq Ñ M˜pHqpwq.
This gives an open set SpfpSq, where S is a ﬁnite Ralgebra.
We continue to use subscripts to denote the base change of objects. For
example, U  SpfpRq is an open set of M˜pHqpwq, the latter of which is a scheme
over the ring V ; therefore R is a V algebra and so UV r1{ps will denote the base
change of U to the ﬁeld V r1{ps.
Fix a geometric point η  SpecpLq Ñ U of U , and deﬁne G : pi1pUV r1{ps, ηq.
Also, deﬁne R to be the direct limit of all normal Ralgebras T  L for which the
extension TV r1{ps{RV r1{ps is ﬁnite and etale. We have that G  GalpRV r1{ps{RV r1{psq
and G acts continuously on pR, the $adic completion of R. We also set H to be
GalpRV r1{ps{SV r1{psq. (For more details, see 2 of [AIS12]).
We now recall the LubinTate $divisible group (see 3.3 of [ANT67] for
further properties), the $adic Tate module of a group with an action of OP ,
and the notion of duality.
Deﬁnition 2.13 (LubinTate$divisible group). Consider the polynomial$x 
xq P Rrrxss. Since this reduces to $xpmod x2q and to xqpmod $q, it uniquely
deﬁnes a formal group law on Rrrxss with
r$spxq  $x  xq
This is deﬁned to be the LubinTate $divisible group LT . The OP action
comes via the action on the Lie algebra (from the algebra map OP Ñ V Ñ R).
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Deﬁnition 2.14 ($adic Tatemodule). Let G be an abelian group with an




If G is a $divisible group (as it will be later), then we deﬁne its $adic Tate
module via the RV r1{pspoints:
T$pGq : T$pGpRV r1{psqq.
2.3.1. The map dlog. We ﬁrst recall the classical dlog map from algebraic geom-
etry, following 2 of [AIS12]. Let G be a ﬁniteﬂat group scheme over R which
has an action of OP , and suppose that Gr$ms  G for some m P N. Consider
the functor F from the category of Rschemes to the category of abelian groups,
which is such that if X is an Rscheme, then
F pXq : HomOP pGX ,LT Xq.
This functor is in fact representable by a scheme denoted qG and we refer to it
simply as the dual of G where necessary. In particular, if H is a sub OPmodule
of T$p qGq, then we can use the above to obtain HK, which is a sub OPmodule
of T$pGq.
We now have the notation set up to describe the dlog map. Let W be a nor-
mal, Noetherian Ralgebra which is also $torsion free. Let G be a group scheme
with an action of OP , and write ωG{R for its module of invariant diﬀerentials. If
G is killed by $i, deﬁne a map
dlogG : dlogG,W : qGpWV r1{psq Ñ ωG{R bRW {$iW
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as follows:
(1) if x P qGpWV r1{psq, then this extends to a point x P qGpW q, by normality
(2) representability then produces a group scheme homomorphism fx : G Ñ
LT
(3) deﬁne dlogG,W pxq : fx pdTq to be the pullback of the canonical diﬀeren-
tial.
The dlog map is functorial with respect to all its arguments ([Bra12], Lemma
3.1.3).
For our purposes, we will take G to be Ar$is2,11 , where A is the abelian
scheme associated to our chosen aﬃne SpfpRq  M˜pHq. Therefore we have the
dlog map
dlogi,W : p Ar$is2,11 qpWV r1{psq Ñ ω bRW {$iW.
Take the direct limit over all normal, Noetherian Ralgebras W  L for which
WK{RK is ﬁnite and étale. Then take the projective limit over all i to get the
map
dlogA : T$pp Ar$8s2,11 qqpRV r1{psq bOP pRÑ ω bR pR.
Similarly, if we use G  Ar$is2,11 and take the direct limit and projective limit in
a similar way, then we also get the map
dlog
qA : T$ppAr$8s2,11 qqpRV r1{psq bOP pRÑ ω bR pR.
There is the following isomorphism of Gmodules:
T$ppAr$8s2,11 qˇq ÝÑ T$ppAr$8s2,11 qp1q
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where the pqp1q means that the Galois action is twisted by the LubinTate
character, and the  means the dual module. Deﬁne aA : dlog
qA
p1q. It will
appear in the HodgeTate sequence described in the next section.
2.3.2. The HodgeTate sequence.
Deﬁnition 2.15 (The HodgeTate sequence of A). There is a complex:
0 ω
qA{R
bR pRp1q T$ppAr$8s2,11 qqpRV r1{psq bOP pR ωA{R bR pR 0aA dlog qA
called the HodgeTate sequence of A. We have that aA is injective by Remark
2.4 of [AIS12] (but the sequence is not always exact).
Let n P N, and let Cn denote the nth canonical subgroup of A. By Propo-
sition 4.3.3 of [Bra12] one can obtain a Gequivariant isomorphism
ImpdlogAq{$nvImpdlogAq ÝÑ pCnq2,11 q bOP R{$nvR
Deﬁnition 2.16 (The sheaf F). Recall the Galois group H  GalpRK{SKq.
Deﬁne the sheaf F to be the unique sheaf such that, for an aﬃne SpfpSq 
M˜pH$nqpwq as above, we have
FpSpfpSqq : ImpdlogAqH
F satisﬁes
p:q F{$nvF ÝÑ }C2,11 bOP OM˜pH$nqpwq{$nvOM˜pH$nqpwq.
Here, C means the nth canonical subgroup of of the universal abelian variety of
M˜pH$nq which has been pulled back to M˜pH$nqpwq.
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Deﬁnition 2.17 (The sheaf F 1n,v). Consider the constant sheaf of sets on M˜pH$nqpwq,
given by the subset of points of }C2,11 of exact order $n. This is a subsheaf of
the righthandside of p:q, so the isomorphism lets us identify it with a sub-
sheaf of F{$nvF . We can then take its inverse image under the canonical map
F Ñ F{$nvF . That ﬁnal sheaf is deﬁned to F 1n,v.
2.3.3. The sheaf Ω˜χw. Let χ be an n-accessible wight character with associated
parameters pi, sq. We are now going to deﬁne the sheaf Ω˜χw on M˜pH$nqpwq whose
global sections will be the woverconvergent modular forms of weight χ and level





on M˜pH$nqpwq. F 1n,v is a Sn,vtorsor, where the action is given by multiplication.
Deﬁnition 2.18. Let SpfpSq be an open aﬃne of M˜pH$nqpwq as constructed
earlier, and let x P Sn,vpSpfpSqq. This can be rewritten in the form x  ub,
where u P OP and b P p1 $nvSq. Due to the condition on the valuation of the
parameter s P K, the exponential bs : expps log bq is well deﬁned. Furthermore,
xχ : χpuqbs does not depend on the choice of u and b. If f P OM˜pH$nqpwqpSq is
a local section, then the Sn,vaction twisted by χ is deﬁned to be:
x  f : xχf
Deﬁnition 2.19 (The sheaf Ω˜χw). If χ is an naccessible character, then the
sheaf OχMpH$nqpwq is deﬁned to be the original sheaf sheaf OMpH$nqpwq but with








The subscript means that the sheaf Ω˜χw has an action of Sn,v too. The sheaf
Ω˜χw is deﬁned on M˜pH$nqpwq, and by going from the formal model to the rigid
Shimura curves, we get a sheaf on MpH$nqpwqbFPK, again denoted Ω˜χw.
Deﬁnition 2.20 (Overconvergent modular forms of weight χ and levelHK1p$nq).
Let L denote a complete, nonarchimedean ﬁeld extension of V r1{ps. We deﬁne the
space of woverconvergent modular forms of weight χ, tame level H, coeﬃcients
in L and with respect to the quaternion algebra D as
SDpL,H, χ, wq : H0pMpH$nqpwqpbFPL, Ω˜χwq.
If w1 is another rational number such that w1 ¥ w and 0 ¤ w1   1
qn2pq 1q
, then
the inclusion map MpH$nqpwq ÑMpH$nqpw1q induces an inclusion




as the space of overconvergent modular forms of weight χ, tame level H, with
coeﬃcients in Cp.
2.3.4. The sheaves Ω˜n,w. Recall that there is an admissible aﬃnoid covering
tWnunPN of the weight space W . We are going to deﬁne sheaves whose global
sections will be families of overconvergent modular forms overWn, for each n P N.
The two sheaves F 1n,v and Sn,v deﬁned previously were deﬁned on M˜pH$nqpwq.
By going to the rigid Shimura curves, we obtain sheaves on MpH$nqpwq, and
we'll denote these by F 1n,v and Sn,v again. Letting pi1 : Wn MpH$nq Ñ Wn
and pi2 : Wn MpH$nq Ñ MpH$nq be the projection maps we can consider
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pi12 pSn,vq and pi12 pF 1n,vq onWnMpH$nq, and we denote them by Sn,v and F 1n,v
respectively again.
Let x be a section of Sn,v. Write x as a product ub, where u P OP and
b P 1   $nvOWnMpH$nqpwq. Recall that if χ is an naccessible character with
parameters pi, sq, then bs : expps log bq is well-deﬁned, and the product χpuqbs
does not depend on the choice of u and b. Thus, we can set xχ : χpuqbs.
For a section ApbB of OWnMpH$nqpwq, deﬁne xpApbBq to be the section of
OWnMpH$nqpwq corresponding to the function
pχ, zq ÞÑ xχApχqBpzq.




and the global sections of this sheaf forms the space of families of woverconvergent
modular forms of tame level H over Wn.
2.4. The choice of H in K  Zp  KP  H. From now on, we will assume
that the subgroup H appearing in the product K  Zp KPH takes a speciﬁc
form, namely the subgroup H1pNq, deﬁned below. We will be using the sets SλQ
and SD,λE that we deﬁned in 2.1.1.
Let Q be a prime of OE such that Q P SD,λE . Assume that Q lies above the





P GL2pOEQq  GL2pOFqq : a  1 mod $rQ, c  0 mod $rQ
,.-
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Now suppose that N ±ji1 Qrii is a product of primes of OE (diﬀerent from
P), with all Qi P SD,λE , and each Qi lying above the prime qi in OF . We will
deﬁne the subgroup H1pNq  Γ, by recalling that Γ decomposes as




and specifying the image of H1pNq in each of the groups pBbF FP2q,    , pBbF
FPmq and GpQlq (for l  p) separately.
Let l be a rational prime.
(1) If l R SλQ, then none of the prime factors of N lie above l, and we take
H1pNql : GpZlq.
(2) If l P SλQ, then GpQlq  Ql 
±
l
pB bF Flq, with the product being over
the primes of OF over l. We will deﬁne the component H1pNql as follows:
 if l  qi for some qi, we deﬁne H1pNql : U1pQrii q  pB bF Flq
 if l  qi for any qi, set H1pNql : pOB bOF OFlq.
If l  p, take H1pNql to be the product Zl 
±
l
H1pNql. But if l  p,
take H1pNqp to be the product H1pNqP2  . . .H1pNqPm .
Finally, we deﬁne H1pNq :
±
l
H1pNql to be the product over all the rational
primes l.
2.5. The Hecke operators and the classicality criterion. On all the spaces
of overconvergent modular forms, there are Hecke operators. There is a UP
operator, the UQ operators (for Q|N) and the TL operators (for L - PN). To
simplify the notation, we will write TQ for the operator UQ. We refer the reader
to 2.3.3 of [Din14] and 5 of [Bra12] for their general deﬁnition, but we give one
description of the UP operator on ﬁbres.
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Consider a point ofMpH$nqpwq, which consists of some data pA, i, θ, αq as in
Deﬁnition 2.1. Since w is certainly smaller than q
q 1
, A has a canonical subgroup.
For each subgroup D of Ar$s2,11 which has trivial intersection with the canonical
subgroup of A, let t2pDq denote the extension of D to a subgroup scheme of A.
t2pDq has the property that in its ODbZpdecomposition, we have t2pDq2,11  D
and t2pDq2i  Arqs2i for 2 ¤ i ¤ m. With this, there is a way to take the quotient
of pA, i, θ, αq by t2pDq and get a tuple pA{t2pDq, i1, θ1, α1q with its induced level
structure, as done in 3.4 of [Kas04]. Furthermore, this tuple pA{t2pDq, i1, θ1, α1q
corresponds to a point in MpH$nqpw{pq, by Corollary 2.4 or [Kas09].
Then, there is a Hecke operator UP : SDpL,H, χ, wq Ñ SDpL,H, χ, wq, which
has the following form on ﬁbres: for a point pA, i, θ, αq of MpH$nqpwq, we have
UPpfqpA, i, θ, αq  NmFP{Qpp$q
¸
D
prfppA{t2pCq, i1, θ1, α1qq
where the sum is taken over all subgroups of Ar$s2,11 that have trivial intersection
with the canonical subgroup of A.
Deﬁnition 2.22. We deﬁne the Hecke algebra1 H to be the free Zpalgebra
generated by UP and TQ, as Q ranges over all primes in S
D,λ
E .
2.5.1. The classicality criterion. Later on, we will need to use the the following
classicality theorem, given as Theorem 5.1 in [Kas09].
Deﬁnition 2.23. Let L be a complete nonarchimedean ﬁeld extension of V r1{ps,
k P Z and n P N. For each rational number w with 0 ¤ w   1
qn2pq 1q
, there is an
1Note that our Hecke algebra does not contain operators corresponding to all primes, and as
such our eigencurve, to be deﬁned, only classiﬁes overconvergent systems of Hecke eigenvalues
at all but a ﬁxed ﬁnite set of primes.
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inclusion MpH$nqpwq ãÑMpH$nq. This induces a map
SDpL,H K1p$nq, kq Ñ S:,DpL,H K1p$nq, kq.
The image of the above map is called the space of classical forms of weight k and
level H K1p$nq with coeﬃcients in L.
Recall that f is a generalised eigenform for UP with eigenvalue aP if we have
pUP  aPqNf  0 for some N ¡ 0.
Theorem 2.24. Suppose f P S:,DpL,H K1p$nq, kq, with L, k, n as above. If
f is a generalised eigenform for UP such that vpaPq   k  vpNmFP{Qpp$qq, then
f is classical.
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3. The Hecke eigencurve ED
In [Buz07] Buzzard details the Hecke construction of the eigenvariety, a rigid
analytic space formed from the following collection of global data:
 W , a reduced rigid analytic space
 K, a complete ﬁeld w.r.t a nontrivial, nonarchimedean norm |.|K
 R, a reduced aﬃnoid Kalgebra
 T a commutative Ralgebra
 a ﬁxed element φ P T.
as well as from the following local data:
 for each admissible aﬃnoid open X : SpmpRXq W , there is a Banach
RXmodule calledMX which satisﬁes condition (Pr) (that is to say, there
is another Banach RXmodule NX such that MX ` NX is potentially
orthonormalisable). See [Buz07, 2] for details.
 for eachX as above, there is anRmodule homomorphismTÑ EndRX pMXq
such that the image of φ is always a compact operator on MX
 for admissible open aﬃnoids Y  X W as above, there is a continuous
homomorphism α : MY Ñ MX pbRXRY which is a link, in the sense of
[Buz07] (in the remarks preceding Lemma 5.6).
Denoting the eigenvariety associated to this data by E , it possesses a natural
projection pi : E Ñ W , and the image of each irreducible component of E under
pi is always Zariskidense in a component of W .
In our situation, we will use
 the weight space from 2.2.4 for W
 the Hecke algebra H deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.22 for T
 the UPoperator for the element φ
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 for X : SpmpRXq  W an aﬃnoid of weight space, we know that X 
Wn (for some n P N). By choosing w to be any positive rational smaller
than 1
qn2pq 1q
, we deﬁne MX : Ω˜n,wpXq. Recall that Ω˜n,w is the sheaf
deﬁned in Deﬁnition 2.21.
It can be checked that our data satisﬁes all the conditions required for the con-
struction of the eigenvariety, and we will write ED for the resulting rigid space
(the subscript is to show its origin from the quaternion algebra D used in 2.1.1).
Furthermore, by Lemma 5.9 of of [Buz07], we have the following theorem. Recall
that S:,Dχ denotes the space of overconvergent modular forms of weight χ and
tame level H with coeﬃcients in Cp.
Theorem 3.1. Let pi : ED Ñ W be the projection to weight space, and ﬁx a
weight χ PWpCpq. Then there is a bijection between the subset pi1pχq  EDpCpq
and the set of all systems of Hecke eigenvalues arising from eigenforms in S:,Dχ
whose UPeigenvalue is not zero.
3.1. Family of Galois pseudo-representations over ED. In the following we
will show that to every system of Hecke eigenvalues (coming from a ﬁnite-slope
overconvergent quaternionic eigenform of general weight), i.e. a point on ED, one
can associate a Galois representation with the expected properties. We will then
show that there is a family of pseudo-representations over ED which interpolates
these Galois representations.
3.2. Pseudo-representations.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let G be a proﬁnite group and R be a topological ring. An
Rvalued continuous pseudo-representation of dimension d P N is a continuous
function T : GÑ R such that
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(1) T p1q  d
(2) T pghq  T pgqT phq for all g, h P G
(3) if Sd 1 denotes the symmetric group on d  1 letters and  : Sd 1 Ñ t1u
denotes the sign character, then
¸
σPSd 1
pσqTσpg1, g2, . . . , gd 1q  0





1 , . . . , i
p1q
r1
q . . . pipsq1 , . . . ipsqrs q
	
then Tσ : G
d 1 Ñ R is the function
pg1, g2, . . . , gd 1q ÞÑ T pgip1q1 . . . gip1qr1 q . . . T pgipsq1 . . . gipsqrs q.
If T : GÑ R is a pseudo-representation, then we can extend it Rlinearly to
a pseudo-representation T : RrGs Ñ R, where the relations in (2) and (3) then
hold for g1, g2, . . . , gd 1 P RrGs.
We have the following result about the relation between representations and
pseudo-representations
Theorem 3.3. The following hold true.
(1) If ρ : G Ñ GLdpRq is a representation, then Tracepρq is a pseudo-
representation of dimension d.
(2) If R is an algebraically closed ﬁeld of characteristic 0 and T is a pseudo-
representation of dimension d, then there exists a unique semisimple
representation ρ : GÑ GLdpRq with Tracepρq  T .
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Recall from 2.1.1, the deﬁnitions of F , E  F p?λq, B, D, etc. Also recall
our choice of tame level H1pNq from 2.4. Let S denote the set containing all
the inﬁnite places as well as the ﬁnite set of places of E dividing PN and the
ﬁnite set of places of E not in SD,λE . Write GE,S for the Galois group of the
maximal algebraic extension of E which is unramiﬁed outside S. Recall that every
prime l of F induces two primes of E over it denoted L, L¯ and EL  EL¯  Fl.
In particular, for every prime l of F , we can restrict a Galois representation
ρ : GE,S Ñ GLpV q to decomposition groups at L and L¯ obtaining two Galois
representations ρL, ρL¯ : GFl Ñ GLpV q.
Given a classical quaternionic eigenform one can construct its associated p-
adic Galois representation in the étale cohomology with Qp coeﬃcients of the
corresponding Shimura curve. More precisely, we have the following classical
result due to Carayol. See [Car86b, Théorèm B'].
Theorem 3.4. Let f P SDpCp, H1pNq  K1p$nq, kq be a classical quaternionic
eigenform. Then, there exists a Galois representation
ρf : GE,S Ñ GL2pQpq
such that, for any L P SD,λE that does not divide PN , we have
TracepρpFrobLqq  the TL-eigenvalue of f,
for a choice of geometric Frobenius FrobL at L.
Deﬁnition 3.5. We say that ρ is a tame level H1pNq modular Galois represen-
tation if it is isomorphic to the Galois representation coming from some classical
quaternionic eigenform f of tame level H1pNq.
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We can now use the theory of pseudo-representations to construct Galois
representations attached to overconvergent quaternionic eigenforms of ﬁnite slope.
Proposition 3.6. There is a unique continuous pseudo-representation
ψED : GE,S Ñ OpEDq,
of dimension 2, such that at every classical point on ED, corresponding to an
eigenform f , it specialises to the pseudo-representation ψf associated to ρf .
Proof. First we use [Che04, Proposition 6.4.6] along with Kassaei's classicality
theorem 2.24, to show that the classical points are Zariski-dense on ED. The
result then follows from [Che04, Proposition 7.1.1]. 
Corollary 3.7. Let f be a ﬁnite-slope overconvergent quaternionic eigenform of
tame level H1pNq. There is a Galois representation ρf : GE,S Ñ GL2pCpq such
that, for any L P SD,λE that does not divide PN , we have TracepρpFrobLqq 
the TL-eigenvalue of f, for a choice of geometric Frobenius FrobL at L.
Proof. For such f , let ψf denote the specialisation of ψED to the point correspond-
ing to f . By part 2 of Theorem 3.3, we can ﬁnd a Galois representation ρf whose
associated pseudo-representation is ψf . The result now follows from continuity
of Hecke eigenvalues on ED. 
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4. The deformation-theoretic eigencurve CredD
Following the ideas of Coleman and Mazur in [CM98], we construct a deformation
theoretic eigencurve CD and prove that its nilreduction is isomorphic to ED.
Consider a tame level H1pNq modular Galois representation ρ : GE,S Ñ
GL2pQpq. We can ﬁnd a stable lattice inside V , the underlying 2-dimensional
Qp-vector space on which GE,S acts. This lattice is a rank 2 OLmodule, for
some ﬁnite extension L of Qp. By restricting the GE,S-action to this lattice, we
obtain a representation GE,S Ñ GL2pOLq. By reducing modulo the maximal
ideal of OL, we get a mod p Galois representation GE,S Ñ GL2pkLq, where kL is
the residue ﬁeld of L. The semisipliﬁcation of this representation is independent
of the choice of the lattice and is denote by ρ¯ and is called the mod p reduction
of ρ.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let ρ be a mod p Galois representation (that is, a Galois rep-
resentation ρ : GE,S Ñ GL2pFq for some ﬁnite ﬁeld F). If ρ is isomorphic to
the mod p reduction of some modular Galois representation of tame level H1pNq,
then we say that ρ is a mod p modular Galois representation of tame level H1pNq.
Recall our running assumption p  2. Fix a mod p modular Galois repre-
sentation ρ of tame level H1pNq deﬁned over some ﬁnite ﬁeld F and let ψ be the
pseudo-representation attached to ρ. Since we're assuming that p  2, there is
a lifting of ψ to a universal pseudo-representation ψuniv, which takes values in
a complete noetherian local ring Runivpψq. We will also denote this ring by Rρ.
Let Xρ : pSpfpRρqqrig. This is a rigid analytic space over W pFqr1{ps. In what
follows, we will implicitly work with the base change of this rigid analytic space
to Cp, which will still be denoted Xρ. There is a natural map pi : Xρ ÑW such
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that for every point on Xρ corresponding to a modular Galois representation ρf ,
the image under pi is the weight of f considered as an overconvergent modular
form. We then deﬁne Yρ as




Here, the product is over all primes L P SD,λE dividing N .
The objective now is to deﬁne a Zariski-closed subspace of Yρ, which shall be
the ρ-component of our eigencurve.
LetH be the Hecke algebra deﬁned in 2.22. By writing xL for the coordinate




TracepψunivpFrobLqq L - N
xL L|N
UP ÞÑ x1P
We shall also deﬁne the subset H˜  H to be the set of all h P H such that
ιphUPq P OpYρq.
Choose a particular weight χ from the weight space. Recall that we have
our space S:,DpH1pNq, χq of overconvergent modular forms of weight χ and tame
level H1pNq, deﬁned in the previous chapter. H acts on this space, and for h P H˜,
we know that hUP is a compact operator on S:,DpH,χq, which means it has a
characteristic power series
Ph,χpT q : detp1 T  hUP |S:,DpH,χqq.
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Deﬁnition 4.2. We deﬁne CD,ρ to be the zero locus of Ph,χpιphq1xPq on Yρ as
χ P W and h P H˜ vary. We then deﬁne the global eigencurve CD by taking the
disjoint union of all the CD,ρ, as ρ varies over all mod p tame level H1pNq modular
Galois representations. We deﬁne CredD to be the nilreduction of CD.
We now have a deformation-theoretic eigencurve CD, and a Hecke eigencurve
ED (from the previous chapter). By Proposition 3.6, there is a family of pseudo-
representations on ED which over each component lifts a unique mod p modular
Galois representation ρ of tame level H1pNq. The universality of Xρ gives a map
ED Ñ Xρ. Using the analyticity of the Hecke eigenvalues on ED, we can extend
this map to Yρ. By Theorem 3.1, this map factors through CD. Since ED is
reduced, we obtain a rigid analytic map
j : ED Ñ CredD .
The next goal is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.3. The natural map j : ED Ñ CredD is an isomorphism of rigid analytic
spaces.
The above is proven as Theorem 7.5.1 in [CM98], for the case of elliptic
modular forms. The strategy of Coleman and Mazur is as follows: ﬁrst, it is
shown that the map ED Ñ CredD is a bijection on closed points. Next, it is shown
that the map is a generic isomorphism (i.e., an isomorphism away from a ﬁnite
number of points) and a local isomorphism (an isomorphism around every point).
It is a general result in rigid analytic geometry [CM98, Lemma 7.5.2] that such
a morphism is an isomorphism.
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The proof that the map is a generic isomorphism as well as a local iso-
morphism follows from Coleman-Mazur's argument using general properties of
eigenvarieties constructed via Buzzard's eigenvariety machine. So, for the re-
mainder of this chapter, we will go through the proof that it is a bijection on
points. If f is a simultaneous eigenform for H, then we'll denote its system of
Hecke eigenvalues by the map λf : H Ñ Cp (in other words, for each h P H,
λf phq is the heigenvalue of f).
It is clear from the description of j that, on points, j sends a system of
Hecke eigenvalues λ  λf (arising from some ﬁnite-slope overconvergent eigen-
form f) to the point pψf , pλf pTLqqL|N , λf pUPqq in CD. Here, ψf denotes the
pseudo-representation attached to the Galois representation arising from f .
To prove that j is injective, let λ and λ1 be two systems of Hecke eigenvalues
satisfying jpλq  jpλ1q. We can immediately see that their UPeigenvalues are the
same, and also their TL eigenvalues are the same (for L|N). For primes L - PN ,
the trace of the pseudo-representation on FrobL gives the TLeigenvalue. Since
jpλq  jpλ1q, their associated pseudo-representations are the same, and hence we
have λ  λ1.
For the proof that j is surjective, we split the argument into several steps.
Let c  pψ, pcLqL|N , c1P q be a point of CD, where ψ is a pseudo-representation,
cL P OCp for all L|N , and cP P OCp . Assume that the image of c under the
projection CD Ñ W is the character χ. From our construction of CD, we know
that
Ph,χpιphq1c1P q  0
for all h P H˜, so there is always a nonzero overconvergent modular form of weight





g P S:,Dχ : hUPpgq  ιphqcPg
(
which is always nonzero. In addition, as the Hecke algebra H is commutative,
and maps Wh into itself, we can ﬁnd a simultaneous basis of nonzero eigenforms
for H in Wh.
Deﬁne the set
Fh : tλg : 0  g P Wh and g is a simultaneous eigenform for all of Hu .
Since Wh  t0u, we also know that Fh  H is a ﬁnite set. Enumerate all the
primes in the set SD,λE (diﬀerent from P) by L1,L2, . . . ,Ln, . . .. In 4.0.1 we
are going to deﬁne a subset H˜0 of H˜, which depends on the point c, and which
contains 1 and satisﬁes the following property:
for each i P N, there is a bi P N such that for all n P N, the element
p1  pb1TL1q . . . p1  pbnTLnq




Fh  H, then c is in the image of j : ED Ñ CD.
Proof. Let λf P

hPH˜0
Fh. It suﬃces to show that for all n ¥ 1, TLnpfq  ιpTLnqf .
Before beginning the proof, note that 1 P H˜0, so f P F1 and hence UPf  cPf
by deﬁnition. We now proceed by induction on n.
Suppose n  1. Then p1  pb1TL1q P H˜0, and so
p1  pb1TL1qUPpfq  ιp1  pb1TL1qcPf
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since f P Fp1 pb1TL1 q. But we can replace UPf with cPf on the lefthand side,
and since cP  0, this implies
p1  pb1TL1qpfq  ιp1  pb1TL1qf
In addition to this, we know that ι is a ring homomorphism, hence
p1  pb1TL1qpfq  p1  pb1ιpTL1qqpfq
Subtracting f from both sides and dividing by pb1 gives us
TL1pfq  ιpTL1qpfq
as desired. For the inductive step, suppose that for k  1 Ñ n, we have shown
TLkpfq  ιpTLkqpfq.
By construction, the Hecke operator p1   pb1TL1q . . . p1   pbn 1TLn 1q is in H˜0.
Therefore,
p1  pb1TL1q . . . p1  pbn 1TLn 1qUPpfq  ιp1  pb1TL1q . . . ιp1  pbn 1TLn 1qcPf
Again, we can replace UPf with cPf , and divide both sides by cP . Furthermore,
as H is commutative, the order of the brackets can be reversed to give
pq p1  pbn 1TLn 1q . . . p1  pb1TL1qpfq  ιp1  pbn 1TLn 1q . . . ιp1  pb1TL1qpfq
By the inductive hypothesis, we know that
p1  pbnTLnq . . . p1  pb1TL1qpfq  ιp1  pbnTLnq . . . ιp1  pb1TL1qpfq
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Substituting this expression into the lefthand side of pq and using the fact that
ιp1  pbiTLiq is a unit, we reduce pq to
p1  pbn 1TLn 1qpfq  ιp1  pbn 1TLn 1qpfq
and hence we deduce TLn 1pfq  ιpTLn 1qpfq. This completes the proof by induc-
tion. 
To prove Proposition 4.4, we assumed the existence of a collection of Hecke
operators H˜0 satisfying certain properties. We now prove the existence of such a
collection by constructing it.
4.0.1. The construction of H˜0: step 0. We construct the set H˜0 inductively. Let
χ denote the image of the point c under the map CD Ñ W . Deﬁne h0 : 1 and
put this into H˜0. Since ιp1q is a unit, W1  φ.
Deﬁnition 4.5. Deﬁne the set S to be the set of generalised eigenforms of UP
in S:,Dχ with UPslope equal to vpcPq (here, v is the padic valuation on Cp,
normalised so that vppq  1).
Clearly, W1  S, so S is not zero. On the other hand, the compactness of
UP on S:,Dχ tells us that S is ﬁnitedimensional.
Lemma 4.6. If g P S:,Dχ is such that λg P Fh, where h  1  pτ for some τ P H,
then g P S.
Proof. Since g is an eigenform for the whole of H, there exist aP , aτ P OCp such
that
UPpgq  aPg and hpgq  p1  paτ qpgq.
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Combining these tells us that hUPpgq  aPp1   paτ qg. Also, since λg P Fh, we
know that hUPpgq  ιphqcP . Equating the eigenvalues of hUP , we have
aPp1  paτ q  ιphqcP
As p1   paτ q and ιphq are units, aP and cP have the same valuation, and hence
g P S. 
Recall that S is ﬁnitedimensional. Consequently, there are only ﬁnitely
many eigenvalues for each Hecke operator on S. One can choose b1 P N (large
enough) such that if α, α1 are eigenvalues for UP on S, then
vpα  α1q ¥ b1 ùñ α  α1
4.0.2. The construction of H˜0: step 1. Deﬁne h1 : p1  pb1TL1q, and put h1 into
H˜0. Now let λf1 P Fh1 . By the previous lemma, f1 P S. Assume that
UPpf1q  aPf1 and TL1pf1q  aL1f1
where aP , aL1 P OCp . Combining the equations gives
p1  pb1TL1qUPpf1q  p1  pb1aL1qaPf1
On the other hand, λf1 P Fh1 , so
p1  pb1TL1qUPpf1q  ιph1qcPf1
Equating the two expressions for the h1UPeigenvalue of f1 gives
p1  pb1aL1qaP  ιph1qcP
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But ιph1q  p1  pb1ιpTL1qq, so
p1  pb1aL1qaP  p1  pb1ιpTL1qqcP
This rearranges to give
pq aP  cP  pb1pιpTL1qcP  aL1aPq.
If we now take the valuation of each side, then because the terms in pιpTL1qcP 
aL1aPq have nonnegative valuation, we get
vpaP  cPq ¥ b1
However, since aP and cP are UPeigenvalues, the above inequality implies that
they must be equal. Hence, we have found that f1 P F1 (and Fh1  F1). We also
note that upon substituting aP  cP back into pq, we obtain ιpTL1q  aL1 .
4.0.3. The construction of H˜0: step 2. Let b2 P N be such that if β and β1 are
h1UPeigenvalues on S, then
vpβ  β1q ¥ b2 ùñ β  β1
Deﬁne h2 : p1   pb2TL2qh1. Pick any eigenform f2 with the property that λf2 P
Fh2 . Applying the previous lemma, we again have that f2 P S. Since f2 is an
eigenform, there exist a1,P and aL2 P OCp such that
h1UPpf2q  a1,Pf2 and TL2pf2q  aL2f2
so upon combining these two, we get
h2UPpf2q  p1  pb2aL2qa1,Pf2
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But, as f2 P Fh2 , we also have
h2UPpf2q  p1  pb2ιpTL2qqp1  pb1ιpTL1qqcPf2
Equating the two eigenvalues of f2 for h2UP gives
p1  pb2aL2qa1,P  p1  pb2ιpTL2qqp1  pb1ιpTL1qqcP
and this rearranges to:
pq a1,P  p1  pb1ιpTL1qqcP  pb2paL2a1,P  ιpTL2qp1  pb1ιpTL1qqcPq.
Now, a1,P is a h1UPeigenvalue on S (because it arises from f2). Also, p1  
pb1ιpTL1qqcP is the same as ιph1qcP , which is also a h1UPeigenvalue on S (it
arises from f1). Hence, by taking the valuation of both sides, the factor of p
b2
tells us
vpa1,P  p1  pb1ιpTL1qqcPq ¥ b2
and so a1,P  p1  pb1ιpTL1qqcP , which equals ιph1qcP . From this, we deduce that
λf2 P Fh1 , and that Fh2  Fh1 . Also, plugging in a1,P  p1   pb1ιpTL1qqcP into
pq also tells us that aL2  ιpTL2q.
We continue in this way, to construct the set H˜0 as H˜0  th0, h1, h2, h3, . . .u.
The hi are such that
Fh0  Fh1  Fh2  Fh3 . . .
Since each Fhi is ﬁnite, and
n
i0






This proves that the point c is in the image of j, because by Proposition 4.4, j





5. p-adic Hodge theory of overconvergent quaternionic
automorphic forms
5.1. Background from p-adic Hodge theory.
5.1.1. The ﬁelds and the Galois groups. Let k be a perfect ﬁeld of characteristic
p (so that the map x ÞÑ xp is an automorphism of k). Let F : W pkqr1{ps, where
W pkq denotes the ring of Witt vectors of k. Then the ring of integers of F is
OF  W pkq. We also assume that K is a totally ramiﬁed ﬁnite extension of F ,
and write C : pK for the padic completion of an algebraic closure of K. The
typical case is when k is a ﬁnite extension of Fp, and K is a ﬁnite extension of
Qp, whence C  Cp, the padic complex numbers.
Now, let µm be the group of mth roots of unit in K, and ε  pεpnqqn¥0 be a
compatible sequence of pnth roots of unity in K, i.e.
εp0q  1, εp1q  1, and pεpn 1qqp  εpnq for n ¥ 0.
We also write Kn : Kpεpnqq and K8 :
8
n0
Kn and similarly for F . Thus, we
have a tower of ﬁelds
F  K  Kn  K8  F  K  C
with Galois groupsGK : GalpK{Kq, HK : GalpK{K8q and ΓK : GalpK8{Kq.
Recall that we have the usual cyclotomic character χ : GK Ñ Zp . This is
given as follows: if σ P GK , then there exist an P pZ{pnZq such that
σpεpnqq  pεpnqqan
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and p. . . , an, . . . , a2, a1q is a welldeﬁned element of Zp . We then deﬁne χpσq 
p. . . , an, . . . , a2, a1q. Furthermore, HK is the kernel of χ, so we can identﬁy ΓK
with an open subgroup of Zp .
The AxSenTate theorem says that if H  GK is a closed subgroup, theny
K
H  CH .
5.1.2. The ﬁeld BdR and the ring Bcris. Let C  Cp with valuation valp nor-




 pxp0q, xp1q, . . .qpxpi 1qqp  xpiq @i ¥ 0(
Deﬁne addition and multiplication on elements x  pxpiqq, y  pypiqq in E˜  as
follows:




This makes E˜  into a perfect local ring of characteristic p, and we deﬁne
E˜ to be its fraction ﬁeld. E˜  is equipped with a valuation vE˜ pxq  valppxp0qq
which naturally extends to a valuation vE˜ on E˜. For example, if ε  pεpiqq is as
previously deﬁned, then









Now, deﬁne A˜  : W pE˜ q. Being the ring of Witt vectors of E˜ , there
is the Teichmüller map rs : E˜  Ñ A˜  which is a section of the canonical map




pkrxks where xk P E˜ .
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pkrxks where xk P E˜ .













which is in fact surjective. If we let ε1 P E˜  be the sequence pεp1q, εp2q, . . .q, then
εp1  ε and so the element
ω : rεs  1rε1s  1
is an element of B˜  which is in the kernel of θ. In fact, it can be shown that
Kerpθq is the ideal generated by ω, which leads to the deﬁnition of the rings B dR
and BdR.
Deﬁnition 5.1. Deﬁne B dR to be the completion of B˜



















converges in B dR. The series can be thought of as the Taylor expansion of
logp1 p1 rεsqq, or rather logprεsq. We then deﬁne BdR to be B dRr1{ts, which
is a ﬁeld.











where xn Ñ 0 in B˜ 
+
We also deﬁne Bcris : B crisr1{ts. However, unlike BdR, Bcris is not a ﬁeld.
Since the Galois group GK acts on OC, we get a Galois action on each of
the rings E˜ , A˜ , B˜  and also on B dR, BdR, B
 
cris and Bcris. For example,
if g P GK , then g  t  χpgqt acts on t via the cyclotomic character. In fact,
pBdRqGK  K and pBcrisqGK is the maximal absolutely unramiﬁed subﬁeld of K.
We can thus deﬁne the functorsD cris andD
 
dR. Let V be aGKrepresentation.
Deﬁne
D crispV q : pB crispbKV qGK
D dRpV q : pB dRpbKV qGK .
These will not be the spaces we use in the proof of the properness of the eigencurve
however. For dimensional reasons, we will need to cut out a direct summand,
and this process will be made more explicit later on.
Note that our original ring E˜  comes with a Frobenius map. This extends to
a Frobenius map on A˜ , on B˜ , and then onto B cris and D
 
crispV q. By Theorem
9.1.8 of [BC09], the Frobenius map on B cris is injective, hence it is also injective
on D crispV q because V is ﬁnitedimensional.
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rig,s. Let piK be a formal variable, and







K : ak P OF 1 , ak Ñ 0 as k Ñ 8
+
Note that AK{p  kF 1pppiKqq, where kF 1 us the residue ﬁeld of OF 1 , and that AK
is a Cohen ring. We'll write EK for AK{p.
The pth power map on the ﬁeld EK extends to a Frobenius map ϕ on AK ,
which satisﬁes ϕppiKq  pipKpmodpq. There is also an action of ΓK on EK (hence
on AK), but the formula describing this action depends on K. In the case where
K  F , Frobenius and Galois have simple descriptions:
ϕppiKq  p1  piKqp  1
γppiKq  p1  piKqχpγq  1
There is also a way to embed EK into E˜, but again this depends on what
K is; in the simplest case K  F , the map EF  kF pppiF qq Ñ E˜ sends piF to
ε  1. Write E for the completion of the separable closure of EK in E˜, and set
GEK : GalpE{EKq.
Now let BK be the fraction ﬁeld of AK (thus, BK  Akr1{ps). Set A˜ :
W pE˜q and take B˜ to be the fraction ﬁeld of A˜ (so B˜  A˜r1{ps). The embedding
of EK into E˜ induces an inclusion of AK into A˜ and hence a map BK ãÑ B˜. This
makes BK into a subﬁeld of B˜.
Write B for the completion of the maximal unramiﬁed extension of BK in
B˜. Now set A : BX A˜. The Galois group GEK acts on EK , hence also on AK
and BK . Therefore it also acts on B, and it can be shown that B
GEK  BK .
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where the xk P E˜. So, for s P R¡0, deﬁne B:,s to be the following subring of B:
B:,s :
#
x P B : x 
8¸
k"8
pkrxks, and k   p 1
ps
vEpxkq Ñ  8 as k Ñ  8
+
When s  pn1pp  1q for some n ¥ 0, the condition on the valuation is equiv-
alent to requiring that the element
°8
k"8 p




k converges in C.
By takingHKinvariants (remembering thatHK  GalpK{K8q), one obtains








K : ak P F 1 and fpXq is conv. & bdd on p1{seK ¤ |X|   1
+
.
Here, eK is the ramiﬁcation index of the extension K8{F8 (and which is not




By dropping the boundedness condition, there are similar deﬁnitions for the
rings B:,srig,K and B
:










K : ak P F 1 and fpXq is convergent on p1{seK ¤ |X|   1
+
.




5.1.4. The functors Dpq for families of Galois representations over an aﬃnoid
space. In Appendix B.6 and 4 of [Bel13], Bellovin shows how to construct sheaﬁ-
ﬁed versions of the functors Dpq, which can be applied to a family of Galois
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representations VX over X. The resulting sheaf is coherent, and it is proven in
4.2 of [Bel13] that some of the theorems comparing these padic Hodge invari-
ants Dpq with certain pϕ,Γqmodules also hold in the case of families of Galois
representations.
Since our family of Galois representations will only be taken over aﬃnoid
spaces X  SppSq, the situation is simpler, so we will go ahead and deﬁne the
functors DpVXq that we need.




The Frobenius map on B cris (recall that this is injective) extends to a Frobenius
map on D crispVXq which is also injective.
We will also need the deﬁnitions of the modules D dif pVXq and D:rigpVXq.
These are deﬁned in 3.2 of [DL14] for GQp representations, and more generally
in [KL10] for families of GKrepresentations.
5.1.5. The σpart of the decomposition of a module. As mentioned before, we will
not be using the full spaces D dRpVXq, D crispVXq etc. Instead, we will decompose
them and focus on only one of the direct summands, which we will informally
refer to as the σpart.
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Recall f , E and D from 2.1.1. For DbQQpmodules M , we saw that there
was a decomposition
M
ÝÑ M11 `    ` M1m ` M21 `    ` M2m
with M21 further decomposing into M
2,1
1 `M2,21 .
Denote the real embeddings of F by σi : F ãÑ R, for 1 ¤ i ¤ d. Let R ãÑ C
denote the canonical injection, and ﬁx a choice of isomorphism C  Cp. By
composing each σi with these two maps, we get a collection of embeddings of
F ãÑ Cp. Write σi again for these embeddings. In particular, each embedding
factors through Qp, so write σi : F ãÑ Qp for these embeddings. Note that there
is an isomorphism





ab e ÞÑ pσ1paqe, σ2paqe, . . . , σdpaqeq
What this means is that any F bQ Qpmodule M decomposes as the direct sum
of Qpmodules
p:q Mσ1 `Mσ2 ` . . .`Mσd
Since E  F p?λq and µ P Qp is a squareroot of λ, each embedding σi : F ãÑ
Qp gives rise to two embeddings E ãÑ Qp. For x, y P F the two embeddings are
x  y
?
λ ÞÑ σipxq   µσipyq
x  y
?
λ ÞÑ σipxq  µσipyq
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By abuse of notation, denote the ﬁrst map by σi again and the second map by
σi. These induce an isomorphism

















σ1paqe, σ2paqe, . . . , σdpaqe
	
So, any E bQ Qpmodule N decomposes as a sum of Qpmodules
Nσ1 `Nσ2 ` . . .`Nσd `Nσ1 `Nσ2 ` . . .`Nσd
Let S be the base scheme of the universal abelian variety in the moduli
problem 2.1 deﬁned over E. If M is the Lie algebra of this universal abelian
variety, then M has the structure of a ODbZZpmodule and condition (1) of the
moduli problem tells us M2,11 is a projective OSmodule of rank 1.
By writing SQp for the base change of S to Qp, we can base change the
universal abelian variety to SQp . Its resulting Lie Algebra is MQp : M b Qp,
which is a E bQ Qpmodule, and so decomposes as
MQp,σ1 `MQp,σ2 ` . . .`MQp,σd `MQp,σ1 `MQp,σ2 ` . . .`MQp,σd
However, M2,11 bQp is a submodule of MQp and has rank 1 as an OSQpmodule.
Therefore, it must be contained in exactly one of the MQp,σi or MQp,σi , and we
let σ : σi denote the component it lies in.
We will now focus on the case where the ﬁeld K  FP , and X  SppRq is an
aﬃnoid (where R is a Qpalgebra), and deﬁne the modiﬁed functors D dR,σpVXq,
D cris,σpVXq, D dif ,σpVXq and D:rig,σpVXq.
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Consider D dRpVXq. Since pB dRqGFP  FP , we know that D dRpVXq has the
structure of a FP bQ Qpmodule. We deﬁne D dR,σpVXq to be the σpart of
D dRpVXq
Now look at D crispVXq. Since pB crisqGFP  FP,0 (the maximal unramiﬁed
extension of Qp inside FP) we only have that D crispVXq is a FP,0 bQ Qpmodule.
Therefore, we need to look at D crispVXq bFP,0 FP , which is a FP bQ Qpmodule.
Deﬁne D cris,σpVXq to be the σpart of D cris,σpVXq bFP,0 FP .
Similarly, for D:rigpVXq and D dif pVXq we can deﬁne their σ-part D:rig,σpVXq
and D dif ,σpVXq respectively.
Proposition 5.4. Let X  SppRq where R is Cpaﬃnoid algebra and VX be
an R-linear representation of GFP . We have D
 
dR,σpVXq  D dif ,σpVXqΓ and
D cris,σpVXq  D:rig,σpVXqΓ.
Proof. This follows from taking the σ-component in the isomorphisms given by
Theorem 4.2.7 and Theorem 4.2.8 of [Bel13]. 
Proposition 5.5. Let RÑ R1 be a ﬂat morphism of Cpaﬃnoid algebras. Then
there is an isomorphism
D dR,σpVXq bR R1 ÝÑ D dR,σpVX bR R1q
Proof. By Theorem 4.3.7 of [Bel13], there is an isomorphism D dRpVXqbRR1 ÝÑ
D dRpVX bR R1q. Since the isomorphism is Qplinear and FPlinear, it preserves
the decomposition of each side as a E bQ Qpmodule. In particular, it induces
an isomorphism of the σparts of each side. 
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5.2. The ﬁnite slope subspace of ED and applications. In [Kis03], Kisin
proved the existence of crystalline periods for ﬁnite slope overconvergent modu-
lar eigenforms by constructing the ﬁnite slope subspace of the eigencurve. His
interpolation method has been generalised and modiﬁed by various people. In
what follows we use Liu's generalisation [Liu12].
Deﬁnition 5.6. Let X be a rigid analytic space over Qp and G be a topological
group. A family of padic representations VX of G on X is deﬁned to be a locally
free, coherent OXmodule VX , equipped with a continuous OXlinear Gaction.
We also denote the dual representation by V X . If U  X is an admissible open
subspace of X, then we write VU : VX bOX OU for the restriction of the original
family to U . Further, if x P X is a point with residue ﬁeld kpxq, then deﬁne
Vx : VX bOX Specpkpxqq to be the specialisation of VX at x.
Deﬁnition 5.7. (Finite slope subspace) Consider a triple pX,α, VXq, where X
is a reduced and separated rigid analytic space over Qp, VX be a family of p-
adic representations of GFP over X having 0 as a Hodge-Tate-Sen weight, and
α P OpXq a non vanishing global analytic function on X. Hence we can write
the the Sen polynomial of VX as TQpT q, where QpT q P OpXqrT s. We call an
analytic subspace Xfs  X a ﬁnite slope subspace of X with respect to the pair
pα, VXq if it satisﬁes the following conditions:
(1) For every integer j ¤ 0, the subspace pXfsqQpjq is scheme-theoretically
dense in Xfs.
(2) For any aﬃnoid algebra R over Qp and any morphism g : SppRq Ñ X
which factors through XQpjq for all integers j ¤ 0, the morphism g factors
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fα,Γ1 Ñ D ,ndif pV R qΓ
is an isomorphism for all n suﬃciently large.
In [Liu12], Liu proves the following as Theorem 3.3.1:
Theorem 5.8. For every triple pX,α, VXq as in Deﬁnition 5.7, X has a unique
ﬁnite slope subspace Xfs associated to the pair pα, VXq.
Let ι : E˜D Ñ ED denote the normalisation of the eigencuve ED, VE˜D the
universal family of Galois representations (of GFP ) on E˜D, and αE˜D the pullback
from ED to E˜D of the analytic function giving the UP-eigenvalue on ED.
Proposition 5.9. The ﬁnite slope subspace of E˜D with respect to pαE˜D , VE˜Dq is
E˜D.
Proof. Using [Liu12, Theorem 4.1.3], it is enough to show that the family of
Galois representations VE˜D is a weakly reﬁned family in the sense of Bellaiche and
Chenevier (see Deﬁnition 0.3.1 in [Liu12]). This follows by considering Z (as in
Liu's deﬁnition 0.3.1) to be the set of all points on ED whose Galois representations
are attached to classical eigenforms of level H1pNq  K1p1q. Z being Zariski
dense in ED follows from the classicality criterion Theorem 2.24 (as explained in
the proof of Proposition 3.6). That Z satisﬁes the rest of the desired conditions
follows from well-known properties of modular Galois representations in level
away from P (recounted, for example, in [Din14, Proposition 4.2.7]). 
Let X be a smooth rigid analytic space and g : X Ñ ED be a morphism.
Then g lifts to a unique morphism g˜ : X Ñ E˜D. We denote by VX the pullback
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of VE˜D via g˜, and by αX the pullback of αE˜D to X . In particular, if U  X is an
aﬃnoid open, pVU , αUq has an obvious sense. When there is no confusion, we will
denote αX , αU simply by α.
Corollary 5.10. Let X be as above, then the ﬁnite slope subspace of X with
respect to pαX , VX q is X .
Proof. This is straightforward using Proposition 5.9. See Proposition 3.1.1 of
[Liu12] for a proof. 
Proposition 5.11. Let X be as above and U  SppRq an aﬃnoid open subset.
The natural map
D cris,σpV U qϕ
fα Ñ D dR,σpV U q
is an isomorphism and both sides are locally free R-modules of rank 1.
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.4 of [Liu12] and taking σ-components, the natural map
pD:rig,σpV U qqϕ
fα,Γ1 Ñ pD dif ,σpV U q{tkqΓ





pD dif ,σpV U q{tkqΓ  pD dif ,σpV U qqΓ
is an isomorphism. Applying Proposition 5.4, it follows that the natural map
D cris,σpV U qϕ
fα Ñ D dR,σpV U q
is an isomorphism. To prove that D cris,σpV U qϕ
fα is a locally free R-module of
rank 1, we prove the same statement for pD dif ,σpV U q{tkqΓ. This module is ﬁnitely
generated and torsion free over R. Since U  SppRq is smooth, it follows that
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pD dif ,σpV U q{tkqΓ is a locally free R-module. To calculate its rank, we specialise
to a point whose weight is not an integer. Let x P U be a point of non-integral
weight with residue ﬁeld kpxq. By [Liu12, Corollary 1.5.6]
pD dif ,σpV U q{tkqΓ bR kpxq  pD dif ,σpV x q{tkqΓ.
By [Liu12, Corollary 1.5.7] the right hand side has rank 1 over kpxq. This proves
that pD dif ,σpV U q{tkqΓ is a locally free R-module of rank 1.

Let D be the closed unit disc over Qp. For non-negative integers m ¡ n ¥ 0,
let Rn : QpxpnT y denote the ring of convergent functions on the closed unit
disk of radius pn, and set Rn,m : QpxpnT, pmT1y to be the ring of convergent
functions on the annulus with outer radius pn and inner radius pm. Note that
D  SpmpR0q.
Finally, we record a lemma that will be used later.
Lemma 5.12. For any x P R0pbQpB dR, if the image of x in R0,1pbQpB dR lands
inside R0,1pbQpB cris, then x must be an element of R0pbQpB cris.
Proof. This is Lemma 5.6 of [DL14]. 
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6. The eigencurve ED is proper
In this chapter, we will prove that the quaternionic eigencurve ED is proper,
in the sense that:
Theorem 6.1. Let D be the closed unit disk in Cp, D the punctured unit
disk (i.e. D with the origin 0 removed), ED the eigencurve, and W the weight
space. Suppose that there is a rigid analytic morphism h : D Ñ ED such that
pi  h extends to a rigid analytic morphism D ÑW . Then, there exists a unique






The theorem states that under the given assumptions, the map h extends
to the origin, and so the eigencurve ED satisﬁes a form of the valuative criterion
of properness. We follow the method of [DL14]. First we note that it is enough
to prove the above result for the normalisation E˜D since any map h as above
factors uniquely through the natural map E˜D Ñ ED. Using Theorem 4.3, it is
enough to prove the result with E˜D replaced with C˜redD , the normalisation of CredD .
By construction, there is a family of pseudo-representations on CredD . Pulling
back this family via the natural morphism C˜D Ñ CD, we obtain a family of
pseudo-representations on C˜redD . Since C˜redD is a smooth rigid analytic curve, by
Theorem 5.1.2. of [CM98], this family of rank 2 pseudo-representations is indeed
the pseudo-representation attached to a genuine family of Galois representations
on C˜redD . We denote the restriction of this family to GFP by V , and we write VD
for the pullback of V to D (note that h factors through C˜redD ). The strategy
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of the proof is to extend VD to the origin, and to prove that the eigenform
(corresponding to the Galois representation at the origin) has ﬁnite slope. The
ﬁnite slope property turns out to be the hardest thing to prove, and requires
looking at the crystalline periods.
It is enough to prove the theorem for each component C˜redD,ρ¯ corresponding to
a choice of modular mod p Galois representation ρ¯ of tame level N .
By construction of CD, there are projections CredD Ñ Xρ¯, CredD Ñ Gm and
CredD Ñ A1. By composing each projection with h, we obtain maps
pr1 : D Ñ Xρ¯
pr2 : D Ñ Gm
αL : D Ñ A1 pL|Nq
If we can show that each projection extends to a map on D, then we'll be
done; this is because we will have a map h˜ : D Ñ Xρ¯ 
±
L|N A1  Gm. Since
hpDq  CredD and CredD is closed in Xρ¯
±
L|N A1Gm, by analyticity h˜pDq  CredD
too. Therefore, h˜ is the desired extension of h.
6.0.1. Extending pr1 : D Ñ Xp and αL : D Ñ A1. To prove that the maps pr1
and the αL extend to all of D, we will utilise the following rigid analytic lemma
as well as the proposition following it. The lemma will also be used in the proof
that pr2 extends to all of D.
Lemma 6.2. Let G P OpDq. If there is a positive constant β such that |Gpxq| ¤
β for all x P D, then G extends uniquely to an element of OpDq.
Proof. By rescaling G, we can assume without loss of generality that |Gpxq| ¤ 1
for all x P D. Let D0,m : SppR0,mq be the closed annulus with outer radius
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1 and inner radius pm. Since |G| ¤ 1 on D0,m for all m P N, we also have




OCpxT, pmT1y  OCpxT y
which tells us that G P OpDq. 
Choose one of the maps αL. From the construction of C , the projection αL is
given by a function D Ñ A1 that encodes the eigenvalues of the Hecke operator
TL, for some prime L dividing N . However, since Hecke eigenvalues are always
algebraic integers, |αLpxq| ¤ 1 for all x P D. Therefore, we can apply the lemma
so that each αL extends to a function on D.
It remains to show that pr1 extends to all of D. Recall that Xp can be viewed
as the disjoint union of some XV . Since D
 is connected, hpDq lands in exactly
one of these XV . Therefore, we have:
Proposition 6.3. The morphism pr1 : D Ñ Xρ¯ extends to all of D.
Proof. We know that pr1 : D Ñ Xρ¯, where Xρ¯ is the generic ﬁbre of SpfpRρ¯q.
Therefore, for any x P D and f P Rρ¯, one has |pr1 pfqpxq|  |fppr1pxqq|, which
is ¤ 1. By the previous lemma, this implies pr1 pfq can be extended to an
element of OCpxT y for any f P Rρ¯. This corresponds to a homomorphism of rings
Rρ¯ Ñ OCpxT y which gives the extension ˜pr1 : D Ñ Xρ¯. 
6.0.2. Extending pr2 : D
 Ñ Gm. The map pr2 encodes a system of UPeigenvalues
parametrised by D. Knowing that these are algebraic integers and using the
previous lemma lets us extend pr2 to a map ˜pr2 : D Ñ A1. The last, and most
diﬃcult, thing to do is to show that ˜pr2p0q  0, which will imply ˜pr2 : D Ñ Gm.
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Let αCD be the analytic function on CD giving the UP-eigenvalue. We deﬁne
α  hpαCDq. It is clear from deﬁnition of CD that α is nothing but the map
pr2 : D Ñ Gm. By the previous proposition, α extends to an element of OpDq
which we still denote by α.
We start by pulling back the universal pseudo-representation on Xρ¯ along
the map ˜pr1 : D Ñ Xρ¯ to get a family of pseudo-representations on D. Since D
is smooth, this family comes from a family of GFP -representations VD on D.
Proposition 6.4. D cris,σpV Dq  D dR,σpV Dq.
Proof. Since B cris  B dR, we certainly have D cris,σpV Dq  D dR,σpV Dq. For
the reverse inclusion, let x P D dR,σpV Dq. Let U  SppR0,1q as in Lemma 5.12.
Applying Proposition 5.11, we deduce that
D cris,σpV U qϕ
fα ÝÑ D dR,σpV U q
and, in particular, D dR,σpV U q  D cris,σpV U q. Therefore, we can apply Lemma
5.12 which tells us that x P D cris,σpV Dq. 
6.0.3. The proof that ˜pr2 : D Ñ A1 satisﬁes ˜pr2p0q  0. We have our family
GFPrepresentations VD, and its dual V

D . Recall our earlier notation: for any
aﬃnoid U  D, let VU : VD bOD OU denote the restriction of the family to
U . Also, let V0 denote the restriction of the family to the origin. The aim is
to specialise V D to the origin, and prove that αp0q is a nonzero eigenvector for
Frobenius in D cris,σ of the specialisation V0. This will end the proof because we
already know that the Frobenius map is injective, and ˜pr2p0q  αp0q  0.
Recall that for m ¡ n ¥ 0 we deﬁned Rn : QpxpnT y the ring of convergent
functions on the closed unit disk of radius pn and Rn,m  QpxpnT, pmT1y the
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ring of convergent functions on the closed annulus of inner radius pm and outer
radius pn. Let Um  SppR0,mq. By Proposition 5.5 the formation of D dR,σ
commutes with ﬂat base change, Hence, there is an isomorphism
D dR,σpV DqpbR0R0,m ÝÑ D dR,σpV Umq.
If a P D dR,σpV Dq, denote the image of a b 1 under the above isomorphism
by a|Um . Proposition 5.11 applied with X  D and U  Um informs us that
the right hand side is a locally free R0,mmodule of rank 1, so in particular
D dR,σpV Dq  0. We can go ahead and choose an element a1 P D dR,σpV Dq for
which a1|Um  0. By dividing by a power of T , we can further assume a1p0q  0.
The specialisation of a1 to the origin is our candidate for the non-zero eigenvector
of Frobenius.
Returning to the global picture, note that Theorem 6.4 says D cris,σpV Dq 
D dR,σpV Dq, so we can regard a as an element ofD cris,σpV Dq too, and by restricting
to the annulus U , we have a|Um P D cris,σpV Umq. On the other hand, Proposition
5.11 tells us there is an isomorphism of locally free R0,mmodules of rank 1:
D cris,σpV Umqϕ
fα ÝÑ D dR,σpV Umq
Viewing a P D dR,σpV Dq, its restriction a|Um is in the righthand side, so the
isomorphism says a|Um P D cris,σpV Umqϕ
fα too. Therefore we have found that
Lemma 6.5. The image of the restriction map D cris,σpV Dq Ñ D cris,σpV Umq lands
in D cris,σpV Umqϕ
fα.
We see that the fth power of Frobenius acts on a|Um via α, i.e.:
ϕf pa|Umq  α|Uma|Um
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or equivalently
pϕf  αq|Umpa|Umq  0
Note the above is true for any m P N. Since the Zariski closure of the annuli
m¥1
Um is all of D, this implies that we must have ϕf paq  αa on all of D.
Specialising to the origin, we have that ϕf pa0q  αp0qa0 in D cris,σpV 0 q, and by
injectivity of Frobenius, we deduce αp0q  0.
This completes the proof.
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